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Disclaimer

Some of the statements appearing in this presentation may be in the nature of forward looking statements. You should be aware
that such statements are only predictions and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Those risks and uncertainties include
factors and risks specific to the industries in which Sky and Space Global Limited (“SAS”) operates and proposes to operate as well as
general economic conditions, prevailing exchange rates and interest rates and conditions in the financial markets, among other things.
Actual events or results may differ materially from the events or results expressed or implied in any forward looking statement. No
forward looking statement is a guarantee or representation as to future performance or any other future matters, which will be
influenced by a number of factors and subject to various uncertainties and contingencies, many of which will be outside SAS’s control.
SAS does not undertake any obligation to update publicly or release any revisions to these forward looking statements to reflect events
or circumstances after today's date or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. No representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions or conclusions contained in this
presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of SAS, its Directors, employees, advisors or agents, nor any other
person, accepts any liability for any loss arising from the use of the information contained in this presentation. You are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on any forward looking statement. The forward looking statements in this presentation reflect views held only as
at the date of this presentation.
This presentation is not an offer, invitation or recommendation to subscribe for, or purchase securities by SAS. Nor does this
presentation constitute investment or financial product advice (nor tax, accounting or legal advice) and is not intended to be used for
the basis of making an investment decision. Investors should obtain their own advice before making any investment decision. By
reviewing or retaining this presentation, you acknowledge and represent that you have read, understood and accepted the terms of this
important notice.
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Sky and Space Vision

... that communication is a vital property of life.
... that communication is a basic right for all human beings.

We believe

... that communication is essential to make our world better.
... that communication will help to bridge the gaps.

Sky and Space Global will deploy nano-satellites constellation in
space with the aim to provide a global communication infrastructure.
Our promise is to provide affordable communication
services through our SAS network to:

16 August, 2016

Anyone, Anywhere, Anytime
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Corporate Summary

Sky and Space Global (ASX:SAS)
is a European disruptive nano-satellite
communication company

Board of Directors
Meir Moalem

Managing Director

Brett Mitchell

Executive Director

Peter Wall

Non-Executive Chairman

• To provide affordable communication solutions cheaper data, voice and instant messaging services
to over 4 billion people (Equatorial region)

Maya Glickman

Non-Executive Director

Yonatan Shrama

Non-Executive Director

• Targets the global satellite market through the use
of very sophisticated nano-satellite technology

Capital Structure

– Highly disruptive to the existing conventional
satellite platforms

ASX code
Market capitalisation (fully diluted)
Share price (12 Aug 2016)

• Listed on the ASX in May 2016

Issued Capital

• SAS plans to launch and complete testing of 3
nano-satellites by Q2 2017

Current ordinary shares

• Founded by highly credentialed Israeli satellite and
aerospace experts

16 August, 2016

Performance Shares
Unlisted Options
Board and Management

SAS
$35m
2.3c

1,228,716,371
300,000,000
800,000
63.4%
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About Sky and Space Global (SAS)

A sophisticated nano-satellite technology company set to revolutionise the existing
satellite communications industry with its price disruptive first mover technology
Proven expertise

• SAS founders led the
team that designed,
assembled and
launched Israel’s first
nano-satellite in 2014
– Duchifat 1
• Duchifat 1 remains in
orbit since launch in
June 2014 where
communications have
been monitored by
the team over that
period
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Innovative technology
• Nano-satellites are
the new space
technology
• SAS plans to offer
significantly cheaper
platform for voice,
data and instant
messaging services
• Targeting the
telecommunications
and international
transport industries

Strong defensibility
• Attractive customer
offering via reduced
costs and providing
service currently
unavailable
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Value Creation Milestones

“3 Diamonds”
Preliminary
Design Review
Completed
Jun 2016

Key Commercial
Agreements
Underway

Tender to build
2018 Equatorial
Constellation of
~200 nano-sats

“3 Diamonds”
space testing
completed

Aug 2016

Oct 2016

Q1 2017

May 2016

Jul 2106

Sep 2016

ASX
listing

Virgin Galactic
signed

Start “3
Diamonds”
Nano-sat
construction

Dec 2016
• Complete “3
Diamonds” build

April/May 2017
“3 Diamonds”
launch in India

• Space simulation
testing starts
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The Executives

Meir Moalem
Managing Director

A jet fighter pilot, Lt. Col (Res.) of
the IAF, Meir has over 20 years
of experience in management,
R&D and operation of state-ofthe-art projects in Space Systems
and UAS.
These roles include acting as a
deputy sq. commander and
leading the MEDIEX experiment
on Space Shuttle Columbia (STS107) as the project manager for
Israel first astronaut flight,
Managing Israel’s satellite
projects (Ofeq, Techsar) and
more.
For one of his classified projects,
Meir has been awarded the Israel
National Security Award.
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Maya Glickman
Chief Operational Officer

Meidad Pariente
Chief Technical Officer

Over 14 years of experience in
satellite mission analysis and
operations expert.

Over 20 years of hands-on
experience in the space
industry.

Maya was a Senior Satellite
Engineer of communications
satellite with wide experience in
satellite operations. She was part
of the AMOS-3 development
team, LEOP and IOT missions
as well as the AMOS-1 end of life
mission team.

He started as AMOS-1
satellite operator. later was the
Deputy Mission Manager of
AMOS-2. Chief systems
engineer of AMOS-3
successfully launched in 2008,
and special engineering
advisor for AMOS-5, launched
in 2011.

Maya designed and optimised
several large scale constellations
for earth observation and
communication use, and was
involved in the assembly,
integration and testing of
“Duchifat-1”, the first Israeli
Nanosatellites.

Meidad also lead the
“Duchifat-1” project, the first
Israeli student Nanosatellite
which was launched
successfully in June 2014 and
is still active.

Brett Mitchell
Executive Director
Mr Mitchell is a corporate
finance executive with over 20
years of experience in the
finance, resources and
technology industries.
Brett has been involved in the
founding, financing and
management of both private
and publicly-listed companies
and holds executive and nonexecutive directorship roles
currently with ASX listed
companies.
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Key Milestones Delivered in H1 2016

Material Value Add Contracts Executed

LOI with Sat-Space
Africa for providing
ground facilities for the
“3 Diamonds”
operations

LOI with Sat-Space
Africa for all
bandwidth SAS
produces from initial
“3 Diamonds”

Contract with
GomSpace for
construction of 3
nano-satellites – the
“3 Diamonds”

Launch contract with
ISL for a PSLV
launch of “3
Diamonds” in
Q2 2017

H1 2016
Completed
Preliminary Design
Review for the “3
Diamonds” by
GomSpace

16 August, 2016

LOI with Virgin
Galactic, to use
LauncherOne, for the
launch of a full
constellation

A full insurance
coverage by BRIT to
de-risk Company’s
financial exposure to
the pilot phase

Frequency
Registration
Commenced with
the ITU via Ofcom
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Launch Contract Secured - Q2-2017

Launch contract signed,
securing launch on ISRO Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV)
in Q2 2017
Delivered through leading
European launch broker,
Innovation Space Logistics BV

Transportation, Pre-launch,
Launch and Post-launch insured
by BRIT Global Specialty

16 August, 2016
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Preliminary Design Review of “3 Diamonds” Completed

In June 2016 SAS completed Preliminary Design Review (PDR) of its
“3 Diamonds” conducted by leading European aerospace constructor,
Gomspace (GOMX:SS)

Critical assessment
milestone satisfied:
Ensures program meets
schedule and cost, and
proceeding to the next
milestone

First commercial nano-satellite
that fully comply with the
European Space Agency’s new
regulations concerning space
debris migration

Comply with SAS
specifications and
requirements for comm
system performance

16 August, 2016
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The 3 Diamonds Mission Simulation

For shareholders to experience the SAS network operation, click on the following

YouTube link:
https://youtu.be/9j9GIC6TOK8
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Virgin Galactic Secured as Future Launch Provider

Virgin Galactic’s nano-satellite orbital launch vehicle, LauncherOne,
selected as a possible strategic launch provider
SAS plans to launch constellation of about 200 nano-satellites from mid-2018

Offers a high degree of flexibility to achieve specific orbital parameters and launch windows

16 August, 2016

Provides a cost effective solution for deployment of SAS constellation
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SAS Business Model - New Space

Creating ‘new
space’
technology

New communications
infrastructure based on space
proven, nano-satellites
technology

Large barriers
for entry

SAS IP developed for a
complex and sophisticated
software system – combining
unique expertise in space
technology and network
management

Provides
cheaper
communications
infrastructure

Up to 80% savings vs
conventional satellites via a
network of low cost, nanosatellites with reduced capital
expenditure, launch and
operating costs

Acceleration
to market

Through use of space proven
COTS hardware, and prelaunch signed contracts

Enables
technology
upgrading
capabilities

Constant upgrades built into
the business model with short
turn around timeframes

Competitive
advantage

Commercial pilot phase on
track for launch of “3
Diamonds” satellites in Q2
2017

16 August, 2016
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Multiple Revenue Streams

End-Users
mobile
phones
Corporates
secure data
transfers

Governmental
Secure
Platforms

16 August, 2016

Platform for
Telco
Companies

SAS present
multiple revenue
streams across
the business

Instant
Messages
platform

Aviation &
‘Black Box’
tracking

Sales and revenue model
Wholesale revenue from direct
customer sales – premium
customers (global corporates,
airline/shipping companies); and,
Fee for service per bandwidth
through reseller agreements –
retail customers via deals with
global telcos, especially attractive
in remote or underdeveloped
areas, with significant rate
reductions

Marine /
Shipping
lines
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Global Constellation: the 3-5 Year Plan

Initial
constellation

Additional
constellations

• Equatorial band
coverage

• Full global coverage

• ~200 nano-satellites
coverage of +/-15 Deg

• Approximately 1000
nano-satellites

* Service area (equatorial band coverage)

16 August, 2016
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Market Opportunity

Large and growing global narrow band satellite market
Current market is US$5bn for mobile satellite comms devices (excluding TV)1

Major existing players include Inmarsat, Iridium, Thuraya, Globalstar – high cost offering for retail
customers – currently ~US$2.00-2.50/min

Demand growing significantly in key target markets of 4bn people – Asia, Africa, Latin America

Market forecast to grow > US$35bn by 20212

SAS initial potential annual revenues >US$500m3 from first constellation – Equatorial system
only

1. SIA Report 2015
2. Source: Global Satellite Manufacturing & Launch Markets 2nd Edition 2012
3. SAS statement

16 August, 2016
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Core Asset – SAS Intellectual Property

SAS’s intellectual property comprises 4 key parts:
Extensive industry
expertise

• Founders project
completion and
track record of
delivery held by
management team
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Unique & proprietary
design
• Unique and
proprietary design
of the nanosatellites

Platform

• Network
management
software designed
to enable full
automation and
optimisation using
Inter-Satellite
communication
• This is currently
being patented

Proprietary
communication
protocols
• Creation of a new
unique proprietary
communication
protocols to allow a
better utilisation of
bandwidth
• To be patented
when demonstrated
will prove to be
extremely valuable
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SAS Revenue Opportunity is Significant
Current commercial rates for satellite phone are
circa US$2.00-2.50 per minute

2018/19
100 nano-satellites
• Q2 2017
• SAS already pre-sold all
possible bandwidth over
Africa for the
demonstration phase
(SatSpace Africa) and
negotiating with other
global telco’s

• 2-3 years
• Circa 10,000 mhz per year
available for sale, plus circa
1b minutes for sale
• This could equate to circa
A$300-500 million per
annum at SAS expected
market rates

3 nano-satellites

16 August, 2016

Circa
A$300-500m

Circa
A$600m - 1bn
• 3-5 years
• Circa 25,000 - 30,000 mhz,
plus circa 2b minutes for
sale
• This could equate to circa
A$600 million - 1 billion
per annum at SAS expected
market rates

Full constellation of circa
200 nano-satellites

2020
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2020 – SAS Full Equatorial Constellation

To view SAS’s full operational equatorial constellation in 2020, click on the

YouTube link:
https://youtu.be/6i39T2eUGrc
following
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